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In the midst of new-year celebration with illumination that comes with cold breeze, all Thai 
people are making farewell to the passing 2011. EGCO Group would like to express our 
condolences to those families who were affected by the major flood. Looking from another 
perspective on this crisis. however, We had learned from a basic fact that we are all in our 
Mother Nature’s hands, nomather we are rich or poor. We have exploited natural resources 
too much and for too long but we cannot pay back or regenerate quickly enough. So, we 
have to experience such an outcome.

However, we can always turn crises into opportunities. If we realize the need to work hand 
in hand to protect the nature, we may use this incident to remind us to live without reck-
lessness because things may change from white to black in no time. We can show the 
younger generation about the importance of nature and benefits of preventive care of the 
earth. The most clearly observed evidence is volunteering spirits of every Thai. This crisis 
has ignited positive power of people to join hands to alleviate troubles of others. It would 
be really nice if we could take this golden opportunity to support the power of nature by the 
power of the new generation.

For EGCO Group, our 10 power plants across the country have not been affected by 
the flood. These include Rayong, Khanom, BLCP and Roi Et Green. Even the area that is 
considered the most sensitive, Kaeng Koi 2 Saraburi, was well protected and not affected. 
Nevertheless, the only location of EGCO Group that had been affected was the head office 
on Vibhavadi Rangsit road. It was difficult for the employees to get in to work but EGCO 
group had an emergency plan to ensure continuity of business or so called Business 
Continuity Plan. The temporary office was set up at Central World and computer network 
was enhanced to facilitate employees to work from anywhere. Currently the head office 
of EGCO Group has been back in operation. I would like to thank all shareholders for the 
supports and concerns.

Another auspicious event that made all Thai people united was the 7th cycle birthday of 
His Majesty the King who is the center of Thai hearts. What everyone saw on that day was 
the picture of people from everywhere gethering together to give salute to the royal grace 
that His Majesty has always been dedicated for us. For this occasion, EGCO Group would 
also like to extend our best wishes. Long live the King.

Lastly, “life” team would like to ask everyone to take a deep breath and then exhale slowly 
to release all worries. Then, we start a fresh new year together. Every thiny comes and 
good. Every cloud has a silver lining, as always. Happy New Year!

We never stop to generate power for lives

Jiraporn Rungsrithong

Editor
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news update

EGCO Group providing assistance to 
flood victims

In October, EGCO Group and its employees in conjunction  
with Natural Energy Development Co., Ltd. (NED)  
contributed 2,000 life support bags to the flood victims in 
Lopburi Province with the cooperation of 1- 1 Anti-aircraft 
Artillery Battalion (King’s Guards) to deliver life support 
bags in flood-hit areas. Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul, EGCO 
Group President, is was representative of the company to 
provide life support bags to the Lopburi Deputy Governor 
at Lopburi city hall. Then he leaded a Group of volunteer 
staffs to give life support bags to the municipality of Ta 
Wung District for the distribution.
 At the same time, employees of Roi Et Green Power 
plant donated 113 life support bags to a representative of 
local people at a shelter of Baan Din Dum-Nongbuarong, 
Din Dum Sub-District, Junghann District, Roi-Et Province 
and also granted to Baan Dindum Nongbuarong school 
and Baan Kuikor school, 5,000 Baht each. Approximately 
60 local people sailed a boat to pick up donation items and 
attended this event. Besides government agency, EGCO 
Group was the only one private organization which gave 
a hand to this community at the moment.
 In addition, EGCO Group, led by Rayong Power 
plants, contributed 8,760 bottles of drinking water to help 
the flood victims in 6 Sub Districts of Klongluang District, 
Pathumthani Province which is a construction area of TJ 
Cogen SPP Power plants, as well as supporting the trucks 
for the municipality of Klongluang in order to transport 
wooden pranks and construction materials to the people 
in the flooding areas to build the pedestrian bridge.

Pathum Thani

Roi Et

Lop Buri
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EGCO Group donated to provide assistance to flood victims in 
cooperation with Ministry of Energy.
Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul, EGCO Group President, was a representative of the company to grant donations 
worth 500,000 Baht to Energy Ministry’s Flood Relief Operation Center, received by Mr. Pichai Naripthaphan, 
Energy Minister.

TEPCO, one of supporters to EGCO 
Group
When the Tsunami hit Japan, EGCO Group’s staff 
sent wishful messages to encourage TEPCO, a major 
shareholder. Today the moral support was returned by 
Mr. Toshiro Kudama, an executive member of TEPCO 
board of committee. He provided moral supports through 
the white flag which is signed by Directors and staffs of 
TEPCO. It shows the generousity and encouragement 
to EGCO Group people who are the flood victims. It was 
received by Dr. Pornchai Rujiprapa, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors, Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul, President,  
Dr. Chaipat Sahasakul, Independent Director and  
Chairman of Audit Committee.
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Analyst Briefing #4
ECGO Group held the 4th Analyst  
Br ief ing at JW Marr iot t Hotel  
Bangkok on November 21, 2011 
in order to provide discussions 
and analysis of financial results for 
the nine-month periods of 2011 
as well as to report the progress 
of projects. EGCO Group took 
this opportunity to introduce the  
President Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul  
who had been appointed on  
October 1, 2011 and allowed  
investors, analysts and reporters  
the opportunity to inquire questions  
about other information of the 
company.
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EGCO group was 1 of 5 companies that were 
bestowed recognition plaques for Corporate 
Social Responsibility Excellence from Thailand 
Management Association (TMA), the Sasin 
Graduate Institute of Business Administration of 
Chulalongkorn University and GFK Marketwise 
Ltd., in “Thailand Corporate Excellence Awards 
2010” ceremony on September 8, 2011.
 Thailand Corporate Excellence Awards is 
held annually to award companies that are out-
standing in management covering 8 categories 
with the aim of making all companies to realize 
the importance of good management and to 
be the center of business persons to exchange 
opinions and experiences in management. As 
well as to continuously support the development 
of management skills of the business sector. 
The organizer expects that this project will result 
in the development of the business excellence 
and the growth of the business in this country.

EGCO group ranked in TOP 5 for Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility Excellence

In 2011, there were companies received 
awards from HRH Crown Princess Maha 
Chakri Sirindhorn listed below
•	 Financial	Management	Excellence:	
 PTT PLC.
•	 Human	Resource	Management	
	 Excellence:	SCG
•	 Innovation	Excellence:	SCG
•	 Marketing	Excellence:	
 True Corporation PLC.
•	 Product/Service	Excellence:	SCG
•	 Corporate	Social	Responsibility	
	 Excellence:	SCG
•	 Leadership	Excellence:	PTT	PLC.
•	 Corporate	Improvement	Excellence:	
 Advance Info Service PLC

EGCO Group signed power purchase agreement for 375 MW 3 SPP 
projects
EGCO Group has entered into the firm-type power purchase agreement (PPA) for cogeneration system 
with the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), for the sale of power from EGCO’s three wholly 
owned small power producers (SPP) projects including TJ Cogen, TP Cogen and SK Cogen projects 
with a combined capacity of 375 megawatts on November 25, 2011.
 Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul, EGCO Group President revealed that “Three SPP projects including TJ Cogen 
located in Pathumthanee province as well as TP Cogen and SK Cogen located in Ratchaburi province 
with the installed capacity of 125 MW each, have signed the PPA to sell 90 MW from each project to 
EGAT for a 25-year term with the scheduled commercial operation date on June 1, 2017, 2018 and 2019 

respectively.” 
  “The investment in SPP projects is in line with EGCO’s strategic  
direction and aspiration to add value to EGCO and its shareholders, stakes. It 
will also strengthen long term power security for Thailand.”
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EGCO Group snatched “Silver Awards” from the 
8th Adman Awards & Symposium
The commercial “Symphony of Life” of EGCO Group was awarded 
“Adman:	Silver	Award”	in	the	TV	commercial	category	and	corporate	
image sub-category from the 8th Adman Awards & Symposium with 
the theme “Seize the Change” organized by Advertising Association 
of Thailand. It aims to give awards to the high-quality of advertisement  
which win people’s hearts in this changing era. This award was  
received by Dr. Sakul Pochanart, Executive Vice President for Strategy 
& Management, at Center Point studio on October 12, 2011. 
	 •	 Adman	was	 held	 as	 the	 greatest	 award	 in	 Thailand’s	 PR	 &	 
  marketing.
	 •	 DTAC’s	 “Disconnect	 to	 connect”	 reminded	 people	 to	 use	 
  cell phone sufficiently has won Gold Award in Film commercials  
  section, Corporate category.

Khanom Power Plant and Roi-Et Green 
Power Plant received an award for the 
Outstanding Workplace by the Ministry 
of Labor
A group of representative of Khanom Power Plant and  
Roi-Et Power Plant leaded by Mr. Tanit Kalunkul, Maintenance 
Division Manager, Mr. Sutham Pangene, President of Labor 
Union of Khanom Power Plant’s employees and Ms. Pantipa 
Moolasart, Deputy Director Finance and Accounting-ESCO 
and a representative of Roi-Et Green Power Plant’s employees 
received the Outstanding Workplace for Labor Relations and 
Welfare for the year 2011 from Mr. Mr. Phadermchai Sasom-
sap, the Minister of Labor at Grand diamond balloon, Impact 
Muangthong thani on September 14, 2011. 
 The competition of the Outstanding Workplace for Labor 
Relations and Welfare has been organized by Department of 
Labour Protection and Welfare since 2007. Khanom Power 
Plant is not only one of 232 organizations which received 
this award for the fifth consecutive year but also one of 51 
organizations with Labor Union. In addition, Khanom Power 
Plant is categorized as small organization and only one having 
Labor union in the south. Furthermore Roi-Et Green won an 
award for the first year of its enrollment for the competition.
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interview

Who’s Who?

Mr. SahustPratuknukul
President of EGCO Group

This issue of “Life” newsletter has the 
opportunity to meet with Mr. Sahust 
Pratuknukul, one of the group 
executives, who has been recently 
oppointed  as the president since 
the 1st of October, 2011.

Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul received his bachelor degree in 
electrical engineering from the Faculty of Engineering,  
Chulalongkorn University and received several training  
courses from renowned domestic and international 
institutions. He has more than 30 years of experience  
in power plant management with the expertise in  
load forecast policy and planning and power purchase  
agreement (PPA) of numerous power plants. He is 
part of the team responsible for Thailand’s Power  
Development Plan.
 Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul has an expertise not 
only in electricity, but also in gas, engineering and IT. 
The last position that he had served before working  
with EGCO Group was the Deputy Governor for  
Policy and Plan of the Electricity Generation Authority 
of Thailand (EGAT). It can be said that our executive 
has always been involved in the energy business.
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When these analyzed data are 
combined, we have to decide 
whether or when new projects should 
be initiated to replace or fill the gap of 
existing projects to consistently 
generate profits to shareholders.

THE FIRST MISSION
As a corporate leader, Mr. Sahust shared 
with us “The first thing I intended to  
implement after becoming the president 
of EGCO Group is to re-organize EGCO 
Group’s organization struture in order to 
prepave for the most efficient workforce 
and the get ready for both domestic and 
international competitations, which would 
eventually lead to the sustainable profits 
for our shaveholders.”
 Mr. Sahust further explained that 
EGCO Group must acquire reliable and 
accurate information system to enable  
effective data evaluation, strategic planning  
and decision making. “Employees may 
have to work harder in the beginning, but 
once everything is in place, EGCO Group 
will have a strong and sustainable growth.”

VISION AND OPPORTUNITIES
After data system and organization structure 
are securely managed, Mr. Sahust shared 
his vision of the group as “In the next 2-3 
years, I will give priority to the performance  
of domestic IPP power plants of EGCO 
Group This is because the company 
had recognized highter revenues in the 
early stage, but in the past two year. The  
revenues has started to recede, which 
complies with the nature of Power Pur-
chase Agreement. EGGO IPP Plants that  
are now under our consideration are 
Rayong, Khanom, Khaeng Koi 2 or BLCP 
Power Plants. As such, i needto evaluate 
each power plants performance in aspect 
of when and how much their earnings will 
diminish. Then. I can plan for new project 
investments to replace such a decline in 
order to sustain our shaveholders benefits.  
 Regarding business expansion  
opportunities, Mr. Sahust has a strong 
faith in the Group. He said “We have 
strong human and financial resources, 

and these will allow us the great opportunities to expand our 
businesses for EGCO Group.”
 More interestingly, he added “I look at international  
expansion differently from the past that focusing only in ASEAN  
region. From now on, we will not restrict ourselves to only  
ASEAN market. I foresee investments by acquisition of power  
plants in Asia and Australian regions as well or even by  
construction of renewable-energy power plants in other  
countries. These are all possible.”
 For expansion of power generation business in Thailand, 
in the next 2-3 years, EGCO Group still continues our present 
plan by always preparing ourselves for the next IPP bidding, 
looking for opportunities to add value to Rayong and Khanom 
power plants after the purchasing agreement ended in 2014 and 
2016 respectively, and continuously seeking opportunities in  
alternative energy development in Thailand including wind or 
solar energy. In addition, 3 more small power plants that have 
been approved and the purchase agreements with EGAT have 
been signed, their constructions must be completed according 
to schedule.
 “In summary, my goals are to achieve strong performance, 
to be number one in environmental and community-friendly  
power generation business and to consistently generate profits 
for shareholders rather than to increase megawatts produced.”
 These are commitments from the President that leave us 
with confidence that EGCO Group will move forward in a strong 
and sustainable way. 
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The financial results for the Nine-Month Period of 2011 
ended September 30, 2011 stated that Net Profit  
before FX was 4,497 million baht which decreased 
2,138 million baht or dropped 32% YoY. Whereas Net 
Profit	before	FX	gains/losses	from	Income	Statements	 
including financial cost from foreign currency loans 
(EGCO & Subsidiaries) and JVs was 4,702 million baht 
which decreased 1,363 Million Baht or dropped 22% 
YoY. The main reason was due to the soften revenues of  
electricity sales of Rayong Power Plant, Khanom  

Power Plant and BLCP according to the lower rate 
of electricity (under power purchase agreement) and 
the higher cost of Rayong Power Plant due to major 
maintenance expenses. 
 Currently EGCO Group holds 14 operating  
power plants, with equity installed capacity of 
4,417.30 MW, of which 3,861.53 MW is contracted 
capaity with EGAT under power purchase agreement. 
EGCO’s contracted capacity is accounted for 12.27% 
of Thailand’s capacity. 

financial highlight

Financial Results for the 
Nine-Month Period of 2011
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* Net Profit before FX gains/losses from Income Statements including financial cost 
from foreign currency loans (EGCO & Subsidiaries) and JVs

Financial Ratio Highlights 9M2010 9M2011

   • Debt to Equity (Times) 0.21 0.25

   • Net Debt to Equity (Times) 0.02 0.08

   • Net Profit before FX  (Million Baht) 6,635 4,497

   • Net Profit before FX * (Million Baht) 6,065 4,702

   • Net Profit (Million Baht) 6,587 4,514

   • EPS before FX (Baht) 12.60 8.54

   • EPS (Baht) 12.51 8.57

   • Operating Cash Flow/share (Baht) 6.59 4.45

   • BV/share (Baht) 102.90 107.52

 H
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csr for all

 “The Circle of Life Season5”
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Another gathering of green-
minded people in the 
“Forest: The Circle of Life” 
(season 5.) In this event, 
more than 50 employees 
from EGCO Group travelled 
to the watershed forest and 
trekked along Gew Mae 
Pan Trail Nature Trail, Doi 
Inthanon National Park. We 
learned about the way of 
life of Pakakayo (Karen) tribe 
and volunteered to grow 
community forest at Teen 
Pha Village, Mae Jam 
District, Chiang Mai province 
on August 17-20 last year.

We started our trip from Don Muang Train 
Station in Bangkok to our destination in 
Chiang Mai. Right after we left, rain drops 
sprinkled along the way to freshen us up. 
Once arriving Chiang Mai and luggage 
loaded onto the army trucks, we headed 
to Doi Inthanon Peak.
 At Doi Inthanon National Park Office 
located at the 31st kilometer on the road, 
we rested a bit and rushed to the Gew 
Mae Pan Nature Trail, the most beautiful 
trail in our opinion. In this trekking, Mr. Mun 
Khunthong, Deputy Chief of Doi Inthanon 
National Park, told us to not only study the 
natural environment, but also explore the 
trail to be renovated for the visit of HRH 
Princess Sirinthorn to open the planetarium 
and the trail in the early of 2012.
 “Gew Mae Pan”, pinnacle of nature 
classroom, is the highest watershed forest 
in Thailand.
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Pha Ngam Noi. “Ngam,” the northern 
dialect, is a noun meaning double or 
triple prongs. Pha Ngam Noi has a 
shape of 2 stone prongs budding side 
by side on the Gew Mae Pan Nature 
Trail in Doi Inthanon National Park. 
The GPS location is 445013 E and 
2051990 N.

SCAN QR code
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it is our first encounter with blossoming Mexican 
sunflower field. In front of us, dense mist and cold 
breeze blew and froze us. Continuing on the path, 

we found stone roses, the queen of flowers in Gew Mae 
Pan trail, then we turned back to the rain forest again.

The distance of 3 kilometers of the circled trail can 
be divided into 4 main sections starting from the rain  
forest with moss and fern thickly covered on the trees. 
The second section is an open green grassland  during 
rainy season and turns brown in dry season. For this 
time, it is our first encounter with blossoming Mexican 
sunflower field. In front of us, dense mist and cold 
breeze blew and froze us. Continuing on the path, we 
found stone roses, the queen of flowers in Gew Doi 
Mae Pan trail, then we turned back to the rain forest 
again and ended the last section by descending to 
the curvy Mae Pan creek. No matter how often we 
come here, Gew Mae Pan gives us different feeling 
each time. The diverse ambient always impresses us.
 At night after we filled our empty stomach, the 3 
leaders i.e. Mr. Chang, Corporate Communication 
Manager of EGCO Group, Mr. Mun,deputy chief of Doi 
Inthanon National Park and Ms. Kul, Manager of Thai 
Rakpa Foundation, took turns in walking up the circular 
stage to share us with the project concept and experi-
ences in collaboration in the watershed forest area. Mr. 
Chang started with the significance of the watershed 
forest - origin of life and origin of energy. He further told 
us about the first time he visited Gew Mae Pan trail 
until he started the reforestation in highlands project 
which	later	became	the	origin	of	the	Forest:	The	Circle	
of Life project. It is the commitment of EGCO Group to 
conserve the watershed forest. Mr. Mun narrated about 
his collaboration with EGCO Group including exploring 
nature study trail, EGCO Thai youth forest camp and 
forestation over the last 10 years. Ms. Kul told us about 
the work implemented by the foundation which was 
established by the support from EGCO Group.
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She brought the concept of EGCO Group to help  
conserve the watershed forest through the cooperation  
with Pakakayor hill tribe villages and other schools in 
Chiang Mai to promote these villages and schools 
as a model of harmonious co-existence with nature 
and ecosystem. She also talked about the latest  
mission in cooperation with the Department of National 
Parks, Wildllife and Plant Conservation to improve the 
Gew Mae Pan nature study trail that we explored this 
afternoon.
 That night we concluded our discussions with sweet 
and warm boiled millets to keep us warm before going 
to bed with sweet dreams.
 Learning the way of “men of origin” conserving 
“watershed forest”
 Following the principle “Good beginnings bear good 
results in the end” of EGCO Group
 The next morning was our trip’s highlight. More 
than 10 4-wheel drive trucks picked us up to Teen 
Pha village in the early morning. While on the way,  
Ms. Kul asked us to make a brief stop to enjoy  

panoramic view of Teen Pha village which is a buffer 
area on the border of Doi Inthanon National Park.
 Ms. Kul fur ther told us that the foundation  
approached the village and discussed with the villagers 
to have a mutual understanding on watershed forest 
conservation by promoting of crop rotation to alleviate 
soil degradation and reduce monoculture crops such 
as corn that destroys nutrients and topsoil, promoting  
of livestock such as pig, poultry and aquaculture to 
sufficiently feed the villagers, and improving skills and 
quality of life including textile weaving and organic  
farming in order to live sustainably without having to enter  
industrialized monoculture farming that depletes natural 
resources richness and destroys nature balance.
 After taking group photos, we headed right to 
PhorLuang (headman) village. Leaders, old and 
young villagers were gathering to welcome our group. 
“Lae Sue Lor? = How’s it going?” “Omo Ser Per 
= Hello” are words for greeting that we learnt while 
making friends with the villagers. Smiles and casual 
handshakes made us happy. 
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Herbal drinks, piles of longan and sweet pear were 
almost finished by our thirst.
 PhorLuang and religious leaders of the village 
greeted us with “OrteeKatoteeOrpawKatopaw = we 
drink from water – we must preserve water, we eat 
from the forest – we must preserve the forest, where 
we live – we must take care of the place.” Today God 
brought us together (usually it rains in the afternoon, 
but this afternoon, weather permits us with sunshine 
to plant trees). “We are all Thai, we must love each 
other. If you have another chance, please come visit 
us again.” Those simple words with smile and shining 
light from his eyes made us smile in our heart.
 Since an army marches on its stomach, fried chick-
en, Karen chili paste, canned sardine chili paste, sticky 
rice, chicken soup, dried pork and boiled vegetable 
cooked by housewives in the village and some from 
restaurants in Chiang Mai were served on traditional 
mats. Our favorite in this meal was the canned sardine 
chili paste, though very spicy, it was long last tasty.

ด้วงคราม ดอยอินทนนท์
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Time to march on. Dressed with the projected t-shirt and 
knee-high boots, we were ready for the tree plantation 
mission in the cemetery area of the village (you read it 
right, it was really a cemetery).
 Paolo, the conservation leader of the village, told us 
that this forest plantation is not just to increase green 
space, but also a gesture to show that we jointly protect 
more than 11 Rai of land to be a sustainable forest that 
must be preserved by both villagers and visitors. After 
hearing this, in spite of burning sun, we were determined. 
Villagers excavated the soil while we laid seedlings. Soon 
after, these young trees beamed smiles and waited to 
grow and become the lush forest to maintain the buffer 
area.
 In the evening, northern-style wooden trays contain-
ing northern dinner were lined up. We started dinner with 
nice and easy music from Uncle Sak, the guitarist, Mr. 
Bom, the National Park Public Communication Officer 
and Teen Pha village representative playing Tena, local 
instrument. Then came the knowledge exchange session 
among representatives from different companies who took 
parts in sharing thoughts and feelings about contribu-
tion in forestation and greening their hearts. We ended 
the night with the Thai song “Promise” and “Connected 
life.” As we were singing together, our hands were joined 
while we were swaying harmoniously along the music 
in the National Park Office Auditorium at 31st Kilometer 
mark. Smiles, laughters and promises echoed in our mind 
without forgetting to warm our tummy with boiled green 
bean, typical dessert for campers. 

The travel has ended…
But awareness raising by EGCO 
Group still goes on.

In the morning of our last day of this 
trip, farewell atmosphere was in the air. 
National Park staff members brought 
us golden peaches as souvenirs. We 
stopped to pay respect at Noppamedhidol  
and Noppapol bhumsiri in the middle of 
the mist and cold breeze of 13 degrees 
Celsius. Then we traveled to Hmong 
market, glancing at fresh produces from 
farms such as bitter cucumbers, giant 
peaches, green broccolis, young bamboo 
shoots, etc. These products are sold at a 
much lower price than those in Bangkok. 
Beside fresh products, sweet smell of 
grilled potatoes on burning charcoal 
with puffing smoke made us imagined of 
yellow, tender texture of the potato and 
so tempting that we had to reach our 
pocket for 20 Baht to trade for 7 pieces 
of potatoes which fill our stomach during 
our descending trip from the hill.

Samerjai curry noodle completed our 
lunch with a taste that was divine. 
Waroros Market, famous for fresh and 
packaged food products was our last 
destination before our mission com-
pleted.

While heading back to Bangkok, the busy 
and congested capital city, we recalled 
the nature and reflected on our life. 
What do we leave behind for the nature 
of (and) our life? See you again Forest: 
The Circle of Life. Conserving watershed 
with forest. 
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talk tell told

Turn 
off

Due to recent economy crisis, many households have to beware 
and careful on their cost for living. The facility expenses such 
as electricity, water supply and gasoline needed be match 
with individual earning. For unavoidable expense like electricity  
bill, there is an equation to calculate how many electricity 
your appliances consume and how much you have to pay for 
your bill. You will also realize how to save your electricity bill.
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Before knowing electricity rate, you 
should understand how much electricity 
your appliance uses by refer to its manual 
or look at the nameplate on the back of 
the appliance and look for a number with 
Watt after it. The more watt, the more 
electricity your appliances consume. If 
you know how many appliances you have 
and how many hours per month you use 
them, you can measure of how much 
electricity your appliances are consume.

Basic electricity bill calculation 
If you can calculate the electricity bill yourselves, you can develop a plan to save you money and energy.
 For example, there are 4 people and there are many kinds of appliances in your house.
 Look at the nameplate of all of your appliances and find the wattage stamped on them.

1. Energy usage per month = Watts x Hours of use per month
       1,000

	 •	You	can	also	find	the	wattage	of	your	appliances	from	the	manuals
	 •	Hours	of	use	per	month	is	calculated	from	hours	of	use	per	day	multiply	by	30	days
  For example, assume that your 26-inches television use 95 watts. How much does it cost if your 
  family members turn it on as follows.

	 	 	 Monday	–	Thursday	4	days	@	3hours/day		 =	 12		 hours
	 	 	 Friday	1	days	@	5hours/day		 =		 5		 hours
	 	 	 Saturday	–	Sunday	2	days	@	8	hours/day		 	=		16	 hours
   The total of hours used per week is 33 hours 
   Or the average of hours used per day is 5 hours

   Therefore, your television use  = 95 watts x 5 hours x 30 days = 14.25 units per month
        1,000
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2.Add up all of your appliances usage units per month.
	 •	Sum	total	usage	units	per	month	of	all	of	your	appliances
	 •	Figure	out	which	tariff	schedule	is	applicable	to	your	household	consumption.	
  If your electricity consumption not exceeding 150 kWh per month, use schedule 1.1. 
  If your electricity consumption exceeding 150 kWh per month, use schedule 1.2. 
	 •	Plus	monthly	charge	(Schedule	1.1	charges	8.19	Baht,	Schedule	1.2	charges	40.90	Baht)
	 •	Plus	Ft	charge	for	that	month
	 •	Plus	VAT

For example, if your house uses 2,325 units per month, it will be classified under schedule 1.2. 
And Ft charge of this month is 0.2713 Baht per unit.  
        
First 150 units used = 150* 1.8047  = 270.71  baht 
Next 250 units used = 250* 2.7781  = 694.53  baht 
Next 1,925 units used = 1,925* 2.9780  = 5,732.65 baht 

Ft charge(varies based on oil price) = 0.2713* 2,325  = 630.77  baht
Monthly charge = 40.90  baht
Total  = 7,369.56  baht
VAT  = 515.87  baht
Grand total = 7,885.43  baht
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What is Ft?

Ft is an automatic tariff adjustment mechanism, 
which varies by the oil price or power purchase 
from small power producers. 

It was regulated by Electricity Regulatory Board, 
which was approved by a sub-committee on fuel 
tariff rate and service charge. After that it was 
abolished by Energy Regulatory Commission. 
Then it is regulated by the National Energy Policy 
Committee which was established by the Energy 
Regulatory Commission.

Ft stands for Fuel Adjustment Charge 
(at the given time).
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go green

1

3
4

2

Prepare your camping equipment.
Tent, water bottle, clothes, compass, 
and other necessties items must be 
prepared before the trip. Make sure 
your equipments work properly and 
safely.

Don’t bring unnecessary 
gadgets with you.
You are going to relax, so 
don’t bring along a computer 
notebook or an MP3 player. 
Travel-light is the key.

Camp at a secure spot.
Select a campground near a na-
tional park office or near a village. 
In case you have an accident, 
you can ask for help easily.

Follow the rules.
Camping could be danger-
ous. Follow the rules or signs 
strictly to prevent you from 
getting lost or doing what you 
shouldn’t do.

by kapook.com

10
Camping is a popular outdoor  
recreational activity to feel like 
getting back to nature. Howev-
er, you must know how to stop 
global warming while camping 
at the same time. Here are 10 
tips you can do to stop global 
warming.

tips you can 
do to reduce 
global warming

camping
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Pick the right campsite.
State and national parks 
usually offers many well-
established campsites with 
areas designated for tents 
and campfires. Check your 
campsite for dangerous 
limbs, projecting roots, and 
sharp rocks that could dam-
age your tent.

5 6

7

910

8

Whatever you do, care for 
your natural surroundings. 
We hope that our tips will 
make a better world.

Build a safe campfire.
One of interesting activities of 
camping is to build a campfire. 
Campfire will help you cook food 
easily, prevent you from wild 
animals, and make you warm at 
night. Build a fire on dry surface, 
open space, and clear of all 
dry leaves or branches. Put the 
fire out before you go to bed or 
leave the campsite.

Use reusable containers.
Use reusable pots, pans, plates, 
dishware and silverware instead 
of disposable ones to reduce trash 
and lower your budget.

Do your business the right 
way.
Proper disposal of human waste 
is important to avoid pollution of 
watersheds and minimize the 
possibility of spreading disease, 
so relieve yourself in a toilet be-
fore going to be in the woods.

Use nature friendly personal care products.
Most of soaps and cleaning products we use are 
full of chemicals and other unnatural ingredients, 
so bring along biodegradable soap, shampoo, 
and shaving cream.Don’t litter.

Carry your trash, food 
boxes, aluminum cans, 
and other recyclables 
with you until you find a 
collection container to 
prevent any harm to the 
environment or wildlife.
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outing

WinTer charM aT 
Phu Thap Buek
PheTchaBun PrOvince
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For travelers who like to get 
close to nature, experience 
the sea of fogs, sniff of green 
plants, watch sunrise and 
sunset. Don’t miss Phu Thap 
Buek, Phetchabun Province.

Phu Thap Buek is located in Wang 
Ban Sub-distr ict, Phetchabun 
Province. Geographically, it lies at 
the 1,768 meters above sea level, 
claimed as the highest point of 
Phetchabun Province. It is moun-
tainous from the starting point up 
to the village with chilly climate 
throughout the year. This place is 
the largest cabbage farm with the 
biggest thermometer in Thailand. It 
is also a passing route to Phu Hin 
Rong Kla national park.
 The local people are Hmong or 
Meo, the hilltribe emigrated from 
the northern region of Thailand. 
They cultivate vegetable in step 
field. They still keep their tradition 
and celebrate New Year the old 
way which attracts a lot of tourists 
to see their way of life.
 Phu Thap Buek is a popular eco-
tourism	destination	under	its	slogan:	
“Sleep at Thap Buek, Experience 
the Coolness and Watch the Stars 
on the Ground”.
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Source: Tourism Authority of Thailand

All the mountain tops are filled with cabbage. You 
can walk through the cabbage field, pick them, and  
purchase from the Hmong at very low price. Don’t forget 
to drive to the Hmong village which is 5 kilometres from 
Phu Thap Buek. This route is surrounded by field of  
cabbage. In the morning you will see mist over the  
cabbage field. If you would like to see the huge  
cabbage, come here between July and October. 
From December till January, it is also the best season 
to travel.
 Moreover, Phu Thap Buek is one of the best places 
to see “the sea of mists”
 If you visit Phu Thap Buek during the rainy season 
from July till October, you will see the sea of mists 
blanket the valley below. But if you come here in winter, 
it is hardly to see. 
 To get there from Bangkok, take Highway No.1 to 
Saraburi province for 75 kilometres and then head to 
Lopburi province for 16 kilometres. From Phetchabun 

province take Highway No. 21 to Lom Sak District for 40 
kilometres. At Lom Sak District, take Highway No. 203 
for 13 kilometres and turn left into Lom Kao District and 
proceed further for 5 kilometres, passing Ban Wang 
Ban. Go straight on until the end of the road, turn left 
into Highway 1143 for 1 kilometre, and turn right into 
Highway 2331, passing Huai Nam Rin Village until Km. 
18-19, prior to the checkpoint to the park. There will be 
a direction sign into Thap Buek Village, turn right and 
go further for 4 kilometres. The route from Lom Kao 
District to Phu Thap Buek is very steep and curving. 
Buses cannot pass. Visitors should travel by a car or a 
van with high engine power and with special caution.
 Another route to get there is from Nakornthai Dis-
trict, Phitsanulok province, passing Phu Hin Rong Kla 
national park for 24 kilimetres. For public transportation, 
take a bus at Mo Chit Bus Terminal to Lom Sak District, 
then hire a local pick up taxi (songtaew) to go to Phu 
Thap Buek. It costs about 1,200 baht. 
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Phu Thap Buek is a popular 
eco-tourism destination under 
its slogan: “Sleep at Thap Buek, 
Experience the Coolness and 
Watch the Stars on the Ground”
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eat in

On Sukhumvit Road, turn left at Soi 
24, go straight about 500 meters, you 
will see Soi Meteenivet, on the right 
hand side there is a big white house 
with the Li-bra-ry sign. When you go 
inside, you will see a small library with 
various kinds of books.

Li-bra-ry
[read-sip-taste]
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Li-bra-ry is actually a coffee shop with delicious 
food. This place has become very popular among 
book lovers and coffee lovers. Khun Jeab, the 
owner, said that this coffee shop was established 
by two people, one likes to drink coffee while 
reading a book and another one likes to cook. 
It has a very cozy atmosphere. You will feel like 
you are drinking a cup of coffee in a library. Huge  
windows glass, white walls and earth tone sofas  
do a great job brightening the place up. Step 
into the garden if you need some green comfort.

Try	 the	 recommended	dishes:	 Khun	Chai	 Soi	
Dao, a fried radish covered with duck egg and 
serve with steam rice; Library waffle, a waffle 
made with pandanus leaf. While you tear it apart, 
the smell of pandanus will touch your nose. The 
green area of the waffle is softy and the brown 
area is crispy; Taro Ball, fried stirring taro with 
ginkgos comes in a ball shape and serves with 
hot Chinese tea. The secret of this dish is that 
its crispy on the outside and softy on the inside; 
Po Peai Jiew Tod, mini spring rolls come with 
two kind of sauces.

Also	try	their	special	drinks:	Latte	Bowl,	espresso	
coffee serves in a Japanese-style-bowl and 
decorate with latte art. When you sip it, you will 
smell it strongly; Strawberry Lemon Tea, straw-
berry and lemon blended with ice tea. This drink 
is neither too sweet nor too sour. It is perfect. 
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Location: Sukhumvit 24 Road, Yek Soi Meteenivet, 
Klongton, Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110
Branch: Sukhumvit
Phone: 02-2592878, 081-4986181
Opening Hours: Open daily 8am-9pm
How to get there: On Sukhumvit Road, turn left at 
Soi 24, go straight about 500 meters, until you meet 
Soi Meteenivet, You will see a big white house on 
the right hand side.
Parking: In front of the coffee shop



today green

QIs there any change in the progress of CSR activi-
ties, Khlong Suay Nam Sai (Khlong Lad Tanod in 

Laksi District near EGCO)?

A EGCO in cooperation with Laksi District Office and 
the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration carried 

out the project of Khlong Suay Nam Sai for the King by 
choosing Khlong Lad Tanod. The objective of Khlong 
Suay Nam Sai Project is to clean 80 canals for the King’s 
84th birthday. We focus on the community’s conscience 
to conserve the environment and to recover the clearness 
of the canal including improving the landscape of Khlong 
Lad Tanod to make it a recreational site and making the 
quality of life of the Laksi district’s community better.
 Our objective is to have the community’s participation 
in order to carry on the project in the long run. Therefore, 
EGCO supports Bangkhen Wai Sali Anusorn School, a 
local school, to be the community’s center to proceed 
the task. EGCO is promoting Bangkhen School to be a 
prototype to reduce global warming with sufficient method 
and to extend the result to other schools also. Following 
are	our	other	activities:
 1.  To campaign for proper deposit of garbage
 2.  To support the installation of household oil trap
 3.  To instruct making and using bio organism
 4. To support making Biogas tank to reduce LPG  
  expenses on households

 5.  To promote bio-organic fertilizer to replace chemical  
 fertilizer for plants and to treat bad odor

 6. To improve landscape along the Khlong Lad Tanod’s  
 banks.

 
Presently EGCO has already turned over the Khlong 
Suay Nam Sai Project to Laksi District Office to carry on. 
Moreover, Laksi District Office with the cooperation of 1st 
Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment has extended the working  
area to Khlong Prem Prachakorn. EGCO is still a  
continuous supporting partner.

faq

[Question from Khun Bunruen Jangbao]

The 
answer 
is right 
here

Shareholders and investors can submit question to ir@egco.com, the 
company will send souvenir to the person whose question is published.
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calendar 
activities

**Remark: The Company has the right to change activities as 
proper and you can check venues from our website www.egco.
com

EGCO Group Calendar 
(January-March 2012)

calendar

[Question from Khun Sumalee] 

February
Announcement 
of 2011 Operations and 

Performances

February
Analyst Briefing 

1/2012
March
Book Closing
Date for AGM.
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QWhat should I do if I want to buy 
more stocks? I already have some 

stocks, please give me some advice.

AIn order to buy more stocks, investors  
cannot buy them directly from the  

company because stocks are listed and 
traded in the Securities Exchange of  
Thailand (SET). Investors have to contact 
a security company (Broker).Investors can 
study for more information about certified 
brokers from www.settrade.com and click 
at “New Investor”.  After you have open up an  
account with the broker, you can buy or 
sell any stocks in the SET, not necessary 
only EGCO stocks.
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Your journey never ends. 
Life has a way of 
changing things in 
incredible ways.
- Alexander Volkov -
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www.egco . com

If you are interested or need more information, please contact

Investor Relations Department
ELECTRICITY GENERATING PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
222 Moo 5, EGCO Tower, 14th – 15th Floor Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Tungsonghong, Laksi,
Bangkok 10210, Thailand

Tel	:	(66)	2998-5146-7	|	Fax	:	(66)	2955-0956	|	E-mail:	ir@egco.com

Location	:	13๐52’12.18๐N, 100๐34’3.56๐E


